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CATalog DESIGN
This is a catalog, designed for a high end furniture company called 'Caravan'. I took a very 
modern approach and used a subtle colour palette and unique furniture pieces. 
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TRAVEL E-Pub
These screenshots are part of a travel e-book for the province of Newfoundland. the first 
screen shot displays the cover of the e-pub. The second displays the chapter pages and is 
followed by the content pages.
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Boxed wine design
This is a design I did for an Italian boxed wine. There is a red, white and rosé to satisfy every 
wine drinker. 
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Magazine advertisement
This advertisement is part of an ad campaign for the brand Tide. For this assignment we were 
to design an ad that would relate to readers of the Canadian Living magazine.  
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Fitness Centre Website Design
This is a website design for a made up fitness centre that I named "Beyond Fitness." I took a 
very modern aproach using black and white imagery and a bold teal colour. 
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Cafe menu design
This is a design for a made up cafe called 'Iconoclast, which is a european, bohemian style 
cafe.
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Package design
This product is called Project Teal. In the package are plastic teal bags that can be used for 
certain non recyclable items which will be separated and converted into energy resources.
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Snowboard design
This is a snowboard I designed in my drawing and illustration class. I designed this board 
using hand drawn illustrations which were then brought in and coloured in adobe illustrator. 
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Charity awareness
These are a couple pieces that I designed for an existing charity. P.INK is a charity that 
fundraises for woman who have gotten a mastectomy due to breast cancer. The money raised 
goes towards educating mastectomy patients about tattoos as a powerful healing option and 
to fund the cost of the tattoo to help woman feel beautiful again. 
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movie cover design
For this assignment I was assigned the movie Psycho. With that we were to design a new 
cover for the movie in the opposite genre - Romance. 
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sleep application
This is a prototype for a sleep app I designed in Adobe XD.  
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